
Welcome to the
2022 System of Systems Engineering Collaborators 

Information Exchange (SoSECIE)

We will start at 11AM Eastern Time

You can download today’s presentation from the SoSECIE Website:

https://mitre.tahoe.appsembler.com/blog 

To add/remove yourself from the email list or suggest a future topic or

speaker, send an email to sosecie@mitre.org

SoSECIE Webinar

https://mitre.tahoe.appsembler.com/blog
mailto:sosecie@mitre.org


NDIA System of Systems SE Committee

• Mission
• To provide a forum where government, industry, and academia 

can share lessons learned, promote best practices, address 
issues, and advocate systems engineering for Systems of 
Systems (SoS)

• To identify successful strategies for applying systems 
engineering principles to systems engineering of SoS

• Operating Practices
• Face to face and virtual SoS Committee meetings are held in 

conjunction with NDIA SE Division meetings that occur in 
February, April, June, and August

NDIA SE Division SoS Committee Industry Chairs: 
Mr. Rick Poel, Boeing
Ms. Jennie Horne, Raytheon

OSD Liaison: 
Dr. Judith Dahmann, MITRE



Simple Rules of Engagement

• I have muted all participant lines for this introduction and the briefing.

• If you need to contact me during the briefing, send me an e-mail at 
sosecie@mitre.org.

• Download the presentation so you can follow along on your own

• We will hold all questions until the end:

• I will start with questions submitted online via the CHAT window 
in Teams.

• I will then take questions via telephone; State your name, 
organization, and question clearly.

• If a question requires more discussion, the speaker(s) contact info is in 
the brief.



Disclaimer

• MITRE and the NDIA makes no claims, promises or guarantees about the 
accuracy, completeness or adequacy of the contents of this presentation and 
expressly disclaims liability for errors and omissions in its contents.

• No warranty of any kind, implied, expressed or statutory, including but not 
limited to the warranties of non-infringement of third-party rights, title, 
merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and freedom from computer 
virus, is given with respect to the contents of this presentation or its hyperlinks 
to other Internet resources.

• Reference in any presentation to any specific commercial products, processes, 
or services, or the use of any trade, firm or corporation name is for the 
information and convenience of the participants and subscribers, and does not 
constitute endorsement, recommendation, or favoring of any individual 
company, agency, or organizational entity.
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What Systems Engineers Should 

Know About Emergence
Jakob Axelsson, Mälardalen University & RISE Research Institutes of Sweden

jakob.axelsson@mdu.se



Introduction

• Why care about “emergence”?
– Fundamental concept in systems

– Widely, but shallowly, referred to in, e.g., INCOSE handbook

– Key concept in systems-of-systems engineering

• Systems theoretical foundation of SE not leveraged

• Overview of paper:
– History of emergence

– Highlights from the philosophical debate

– The role of the observer

– Consequences on SE
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Intuitive definition of emergence

• The levels describe the same thing but 

with different levels of detail

• Properties describe a state

• Behavior describes state changes over 

time

• Phenomena is used to denote patterns 

both in properties and behavior

• Emergence denotes phenomena on 

system level not present in individual 

elements

System

Element Element Element

Same scope

System

level

Element

level



History: Three waves of interest in emergence

Aristotle (to the right of Plato):

”The whole is other than the sum 

of the parts”

Ca 500 BC - 1600

Could Darwin really be right?

Doesn’t nature change faster 

than possible under pure 

natural selection?

Ca 1875 - 1920

Chaos theory and complex adaptive systems

Ca 1975-



Tacit assumptions in most philosophical work

Tacit assumptions:

1. The levels are given

2. There should be a universal emergence 

theory applicable from quarks to society

Is this reasonable?

In particular, there may be a divider when 

cognition is included (which it is in SoS but not in 

all SE).

Elementary particles

Atoms

Physical systems

Biological systems

Cognitive systems

Social systems



Philosophical controversies

1. Must there be an observer for 

emergence to exist?

2. What phenomena should be 

called emergent?

3. Is emergence predictable?

4. Can system-level phenomena

affect element-level phenomena?



Does the observer matter?

• Does an emergent phenomenon 

exist at all if no-one is observing it?

• For a particular observer/agent, it 

does not really matter if it exists if it 

cannot be perceived

• SE observers: Stakeholders

• It becomes much easier to explain 

emergence if an observer is 

assumed!



Dependence and autonomy

• Dependence: Change on system level can 

only happen if something changes on 

element level

• Autonomy: Many different arrangements of 

elements may give rise to same system 

level phenomenon

Debate:

• Autonomy is against principles of science!?

• Emergence is a provisional construct, used 

because the true laws have not yet been 

found?

System

Element Element Element



Taxonomy based on computational complexity

Phenomenon

EmergentNon-emergent

Nominal “Real”

Weak Strong

Same phenomenon

at system level

and element level

Different phenomena at 

system level and element level

System level phenomenon

not even in principle deducible 

from element level

(does this even exist at all?)

System level phenomenon

deducible  from element level

only by simulation

System level phenomenon

deducible from element level

by ”simple” transformation



Predictable or surprise?

• Emerge = to become visible

• Depends on prior knowledge:

– Surprise first time, but hardly second

– Learning about phenomenon in 

other ways than direct observation



Downward causation

• Can element level phenomena be 

affected by system level emergent 

phenomena?

• Seems plausible when cognitive agents 

are involved!

• Also applies to SoS (since the constituent 

systems can be seen as cognitive 

agents)

• Note that the observer then is inside the 

system, not outside!

System

Element Element Element



Conceptualizing observers

Perception

Abstraction

Observations

World 

model

Decision-

making

Effectuation

Actions

Environment

Agent

Agent
Agents

Choosing abstractions, 

including levels, 

properties, relations, 

based on observations. 

Basis for decision making. 

Allows prediction what 

observations will result when 

taking a certain action.

Agent
Non-cognitive

systems



Tactics for dealing with emergent phenomena

Perception

Abstraction

Observations

World 

model

Decision-

making

Effectuation

Actions

Agent

• Multidisciplinarity

• Organizational 

learning

Model-based SE on three levels:

1. Context models

2. System-of-interest

3. Elements of system

• Reduce strength of emergence →

reduced complexity

• Exploit downward causation 

through communication/mediators

• Dynamic control 

strategies

• Collaborate with other 

systems to control 

emergence on SoS level



Conclusions

• Many difficulties with emergence are resolved by making 

observer explicit

• By conceptualizing the observer as a cognitive agent, 

different aspects of emergence can be clarified, and 

tactics for dealing with them identified
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